
Nylon material for ultimate 
strength and durability 

Stepped valve for secure 
vacuum hold and ease of use 

Small diameter foam bead  
fill provides optimal  
patient conformity 

Proven and tested to hold 
shape through course  
of treatment

Vacuum Lock Cushion shown on Freedom Total Body Precision Patient Immobilization System, Arms Up Configuration (LB-SBRT).

OPTIONAL INDEXERS
A single Indexer may be used on 
any one cushion. An additional 
indexer may be used as required 
for increased reposition accuracy 
on longer cushion. 
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VACUUM LOCK CUSH ION SI ZE S

VB-4080F15  Vacuum Lock cushion    40x80cm 15L fill for extremities

VB-5070F15 Vacuum Lock cushion 50x70cm 15L fill for extremities

VB-7070F20 Vacuum Lock cushion 70x70cm 20L fill for upper body

VB-70150F60 Vacuum Lock cushion 70x150cm 60L fill for hip or pelvis

VB-80150F65 Vacuum Lock cushion 70x150cm 65L fill for hip or pelvis

VB-10070F30 Vacuum Lock cushion 100x70cm 30L fill for hip, pelvis & upper body

VB-100100F3 0 Vacuum Lock cushion 100x100cm 40L fill for upper body

VB-100150F70 Vacuum Lock cushion 100x150cm 70L fill for pelvis or full body

VB-100220F120 Vacuum Lock cushion 100x220cm 120L fill for whole body

VB-T6565F7 Vacuum Lock cushion 65x65cm 7L fill T shaped for head and shoulders

VB-100130PENF45 Vacuum Lock cushion 100x130cm 45L fill pentagon shape

VB-T7993F20   Vacuum Lock cushion 79x93cm 20L fill for supine breast boards

*Lead times for Vacuum lock cushions may vary, please confirm for availability

Standard vacuum pump 
with manually adjusted 
inflate/deflate connections. 
This pump is small in size, 
portable and has an optimal 
suction rate for forming of 
Vacuum Lock cushion.

Vacuum pump system with 
foot pedal operated  
inflate/deflate 
(available in North America only)

Stores multiple vacuum cushions 
safely and rolls on wheels, 
adjustable height in three positions: 
140 cm, 152 cm  and 165 cm.

Package of 10 vacuum cushion 
hooks with rubber protected 
ends, prevents puncture of 
vacuum cushions.
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VACUUM LOCK CUSHION ACCESSORIES


